Organize / Schedule Your Time
Use  A calendar -A paper calendar, Google Calendar (included with your student Google Apps), a phone app, etc.  A student planner -examples  A "To Do" List -either a list on a piece of paper, or an electronic app (how to pick from top 40 apps)
Try new systems until you find one that works for you
Write everything down
Start by writing in big deadlines
i.e., tests, paper due dates, tuition payment deadline, spouse's birthday Problem: I'm so overwhelmed! Solution: Take care of the toughest or the most time-consuming items first -take a load off! The more you procrastinate, the more you'll be behind and the more overwhelmed you will feel. Start crossing items off your list -as your list grows shorter you will feel more in control 2-minute rule: Anything that you can do in two minutes or less, do NOW. Get some of those pesky items crossed of your list. Make use of your "wait" time Keep your book(s) with you so that you can read on the bus, read in the waiting room, read while you're waiting on laundry, etc.
Examples: I wrote one of my class papers in the Dulles airport and another on a plane to Atlanta; I've done homework in the laundromat; I read whenever I ride the bus or wait for an appointment Delegate Problem: My paper is due, but I just can't start writing! Solution: Don't panic -Writer's block happens to everyone at some point; even best-selling authors
Jot down an outline of your ideas -then go back and fill in the details.
Talk out the subject with a friend or a family member. Discuss the subject in language they would understand. Tape-record your discussion if necessary. Then put those thoughts on paper. Once they are written out then you can go back and make it sound more academic and polish up the grammar.
No one says that you have to start at the beginning. Start writing where you have formulated some thoughts.
If you know a sentence or paragraph doesn't sound good, write it down anyway and then write around it. You can come back later and rewrite it when your mind is less cluttered.
Problem: I'm a poor writer and/or English is not my first language, but I just don't have the time to go through the University Writing Center.
Solution:
Rearrange your schedule and set a new deadline for getting your paper done so that you do have time to turn it into the University Writing Center first. You may think you need noise, but how many minutes do you waste allowing yourself to get distracted by that "background" noise?
Take Care of Yourself

Monitor Your Time
If you are convinced that you use your time efficiently, you might want to monitor your time… Discover something about yourself.
Monitor how you spend your time for one week
Write down everything that you do and the amount of time that you spend doing it -don't cheat! At the end of the week answer the following questions:
I was surprised that I devoted so much time to… I was surprised that I expended so little time on… I need to spend more time on… I should spend less time on… I felt best when I was spending time on… I really didn't like spending time on…
What did I discover after one week of keeping track of my activities?
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